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DEVEliOPKENT OF INDUSTRY IH SOVIET ARMENIA DURING THE PAST 
FORTY YEARS— By A» K.  Dzhagatsnanyan,   Yerevan,  Izvestiva 
Akademii iteuk Armvanskov* SSR« November I960,  pp 11;  16-18. 

'■ " •;.' ;■..-:-;:'.'. - :     j ,v .-.■;■. .-■ • •.. :.'•:'• ..', ..' ' ' '■>..'" '•■' "'        '    ' 

Over 30 hydro-electric power stations have been con- 
structed in Armenia during the past 40 years,, including nine 
large .stations such as Gyumushskaya, Kanakersicaya, Sevah- 
skaya, Arfcuinskaya, AtarbekyahskayaB' Daoragetskaya and ' 
others,       ._:; . .,./;'•''">.-,■     ^.w.-'V*;"' ..!•'• 

,  All large' power stations , are< interconnected by 
means ofhighvvbltage lines "into one group «*k the Armenian 
Power System»   ,.' ■■• .''    '.' ;. '  . ■-,. 

,: ;: Total output of electric power produced byall sta* 
tions ^Armenia was, in 1959A 2^038,000^000 kilowatt* 
hour«> In comparison With 1913, electric power output 'in 
the republic increased 527-fold, . The dynamics of the .pro- 
duction of electric energy has been as follows: 

Production of electric power in the Armenian SSR.r 

Year    Total output in millions . Comparison (increase) 
of KU/hrs with preceeding periods 

(in percentages) 

1913 5.1 
1940',,-, v: _  395.3 -.     ,. . , 
1945 v j :■:...    450.0 
1950 $493 
1955 2,214.7 
1959 2,628,0 .   ' vx-v ■'•■■• ■ 

During the pre-war years the output of electric 
power In'the Armenian SSR increased more rapidly than the 
average increase in the whole of the USSR. Thus, 1940 
production was 77 times as ^great as that of 1913, while 
the increase in the Country as-a whole was only 25 times as 
great as that of 1913. Our output of electric power over- 
look the development of industry and agriculture. The 
77*.fbld 1913-1940 increase iii the growth of electric power 
output corresponds to the growth of the gross industrial 
productibh at a rate of 8*7 times that of 1913. This 
created definiterreserves * of electric oower and resulted 
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In the development In Armenia of the chemical Industry, 
which consumes up to two-thirds of the electric energy pro- 
duced in the republic, even at present. _ 

The production and consumption of electric power are 
important indications characterizing the level of develop- 
ment of the production forces and industry in a country. 
In this respect the Armenian SSR has more electricity per 
capita than-France, Italy, or Japan, not to mention Turkey 
and Iraq, which are far behind.     ^ .   .J. .; ,,-...,.--v^- ■• 

S view of the suooly of natural gas to Armenia from 
the sister republic of Azerbaydzhan, the electric power 
status of the reoublic will be substantially altered;-. At 
present,; 984 of electric power is produced W7d£°~J ^ ■ 
electric power stations, upon completion of the SeveirYear 
Plan this production will be reduced to 30%. Construction 
of a number of thermal electric plants using natural gas 
will result in a Predominance of thermal electric energy. 
Furthermore, in view of the recent linkage of the high* 
voltage *>ower systems of Armenia and Azerbaydzhan^ our 
republic'will obtain certain additional amounts of electric 
power for the development of agriculture and Industry. 

.. These imoortant changes in the electric power sta- 
tus will make it possible to reduce to one-third the empty- 
ing of the age-old water reserves of Lake Sevan. This will 
be an important step forward in the measures being taken 
in the direction of maintaining the lake close to its 
natural h|gh^watet level. 

GAES (V7at er storage electric power stations) — By*?. 
Loktionov, Moscow, Ekonomicheskava Gazeta. 30 narch 19Ö1 

Engineer G; R. Avdeyev from the Gldroproekt Instlt- \ 
ute and I are studying a diagram of a dayfs consumption of 
electricity in the Central United Power System. At one 
point the horizontal line designating the midday consump-  , 
tion abruptly drops and then rapidly rises.         ^ , 

It is significant that with the continuing increase, 
of the production of electric power the "peak" of consump- 
tion will also continue to rise. This is no paradox. On 
the one hand it would seem that shortening of the work day 
and abolition of the high shift should be followed by curtail« 
ment in the consumption of electricity but instead more  ,, 
electricity is required for electrification^of agriculture 
and for the needs of communal activities and eyery-day life. 
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?. :  The: problem of "peak" consumption, is further com- 
plicated" by the wide utilization or;tliermö-electric ,power 
stations, contiguously operating tubular'boilers, heavy- 
duty power machinery and higher par^ameter steam. 

What is«the way put of this"deadlock"? "' 
..   , Specialistsi-pdwer-engineers offer various, solutions. 
For "example., one of them considers it possible to utilize 
for this purpose a system.of longer east-to-webt trans- 
missions i In which case electric powet will follow the sunw 
This, solutioni however.", would1 involve substantial losses 
of power. ..       ''•,.'.,"...,,.'v .' ;pt 

:-' 
. Thereföirei manyspecialists advocate creation with* 

in the power systems of new highly^maneuVeräble stations 
capable of carrying short*period I«JadW Particularly 
emphasized are gas-driven turbine aha gas^driven steam- 
turbine installations. Unfortunately9 however, the capacity 
of such units is rather inadequate and there is not hope 
as yet for an increase. 

It Would be ideal, of course, if the energy generat- 
ed during the hours of "drop" could be conserved for use 
.-during the "peak" hours* So-called water-storage electric 
stations can solve this problem successfully, .Such stat- 
ions exist in .many countries (German Democratic1 Republic, . 
France. Czechoslovakia, Canada, the United States and 
others; and their number invariably continues to grow*' 

....At night when there is surplus power at the 
thermo-electric power stations, the GAES pumps the water 
from the lower,, reservoir to the upper reservoir« . ;Buring 
the morning and evenii^ when'the "peak" hours.set in, 
the water goes in a "reyarsa direction. Falling from a great 
height^ the water itself generates energy 'to replace the 
power expended when pumping the; watef uo: during the1 hight. 
Operations of "the GAES reach 65-70% efficiency, ; 

v , , jThe Gi-droproekt Institute developed a rough design 
of a water-storage1 electric powet station for Hosanergo« 
It will be constructed in the area of Zagprgk on the Kuri'ya 
River* The river bed, with its high gently«sloping banks, 
will serve as a lower reservoir, while an artificial lake 
with 14 million-cubic meters of water will be created on 
!pna:of the shores to serve as ien upper reservoir, -Eleven 
million cubic meters of watet will constantly circulate77 ' 
"up-and-down." , ,     '7;  •- i-      ..!...-"." 

The difference between the levels of the upper and 
lower reservoirs will be approximately 10Ö m.. 

.   Unique equipment called reversible turbines wilt 
be used in the Zagorsk GAES. IThen the Water is trans- J 

ferred to the upper reservoir they will act as suction 
pumps, whereas.they will act as power-producing turbines 
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when the water is dropping into the lower reservoir. Total 
capacity of the station will be 585,000 Ktf. The Station 
could deliver this amount of power for five hours. •     ' 

The power supplied by the new water-storage electric 
power station will be much cheaoer than the power that 
could be delivered from a new thermo-electric power station. 

Another advantage of the station is that it can. 
maintain a constant frequency* which is very Important in 
the operation of industrial equipment. The station is also 
an effective emergency sfcandl»by reserve which can be ac- 
tuated easily and quifckly when needed. 

At present the Giaföproekt Institute is developing 
a number of other water*storage electric station promects,■/■ 
including those for the Ghelyabinska and Orenburga power 

'■.systems. 

CREATXOii OF COI'MJNISM'S MATERIAL AND TECHNICAL BASE AND 
THß MEANS OF RAISING EFFECTIVENESS OF CAPITAL IiWESTMENTS — 
By T. Khachaturov, member-correspondent, Academy of scien- 
ces USSR, Moscow, Voprosv Ekonomlki. Ho 4, April 1961, 
pp 15, 20-21. 

The major economic advantage of electrification is 
concentration of the production of electric power in large 
power stations and supply to thousands of consumers in 
large areas from one centre. The advantage of using elect- 

• ricity for power is also predicated on utilization or the 
Cheap sources of energy, including waterfalls, wind, etc. 
The socialist svstem of economy permits full utilization 
of the major advantage of electrification, i»e., central- 
ization of the production of electric power in large re- 
-gionat. electric power stations which are amalgamated in 
electric power systems. Approximately 90% of all electric 
power produced in the USSR is put out by the rayon power 
stations. Every centrally produced kilöwatt-hour of elec- 
tric energy delivered to,the consumer requires less capital 
investment and lower operating expense than that^delivered 
to the consumer from an isolated local installation. 
Capital investment in one kilowatt of standard voltage and 
the cost of generation of energy at small electric power 
stations are 5-10 times as high as that at the large sta- 

■"■' Concentration of electric power production at the^ 
large electric power stations will increase further in the 
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process of creation of communism's material and technical*.. 
b a'B}    Thermal electric.' stattons of 1,200,000 and 2,400*000 
KW capacity «and hydro-electric poWer stations of capacities 
i|i:^x^8.^\o£;J,0Ö0Jt00P-:^;;a^

!>^itig designed and/or con- 
structed at' present, j Capacity of"the machinery,is also 
being increased accordingly: ' steam turbines of 300,000  ' 
KW capacity are in operation, while 500,000 KW turbines are , 
in construction and 1,000.000 KW turbines are being design- ' 
ed and will be the equivalent of two Dneprogeses in one 
assembly» cCapacities of hydro-tujrbines are also being =. 
raised: 100,000 KW capacity hydrb^turbines, uät&  installed 
at the Kuybyshev Hydro*El^ct^ic Power Station; U0,000KW 
-*~ at! the Stalingrad Station; ;■.; new 200,000 KW turbines 
are being constructed for the Bratsk Station andv500,ÖÖÖKW ; 
turbines are being-designed for the'Krasnoyarsk Station,;,■',.-.". 
while new-- possibly One million, kilowatt capacity— tur- 
bines will be installed-in« the giant future tena Hydro- ; .:, 
Electric Power Station»- ■ .*>••■':;',-..<' <;\ -.-'■.   '.^'v t v .-: :y7'■;-'.,)',-.■■.. 

rIncräase in the. output of the stations and turbines 
brings about the reduction iof relative Capital.-investments 
as well as'ofJtbroduction costs,. . Thus, specific capital 
"ittvestmeiit in thermal stations of 2,400,000 KW capacity ,is 
20% lower than that in 600,-000 KW.stations; caoital invest- 
ment in 600,000 KW units is 1177Bslower than that in 150*000 
KW units, • ^.Specific capital investments also decrease in, 
proportion \to the increase in the output of hydro-electric 
power stations being constructed. Specific capital invest- 
ments in the construction of larger hydro-electric power 
stations of 3,500,000 - 6,000,000 KW capacity are 50-60% 
lower than those in hydro-electric power stations of 
lQOjQOO KW» tin-general^ specific capital investments dur- 
ing the "present seven*year period, in; the power'Capacity of 
the thermal-electric power stations are 24% löwer than in* 
1058 and of the hydro-electric power stations --537» lower 
thaxj-in^jsjs;..;',...;'.■ 7.;,''';.';  •:,..'' , :  ,; \' ■   -■'■■■:, 

r (^ncentratioh of the^production of electrid energy', 
results no$ only in reduction of specific capital invest- 
ments but also in decrease In'the" cost of production* The 
cost of power production at the thermal elfectri^ pow^t 
stations being put into operation during the!current Seven 
Year. Elan will be 277, lower than that at the stations Which 
operated in 1953, while at hydro-electric power stations' it 
sill.be 537, lower*     .;    

l-r'\ ;'■'::" 
. The average reduction in the cost of electric power 

of 5 to- 7% annually ;säves tens of millions of rubles, How- 
ever, economic effectiveness of large.power stations.'.'.'••■ 

i(i$not limited; to' the above, Electrificatiöh permits modern- 
ization of technology in all branches, of .production, in- 
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eluding agriculture, 1« all rayons of the country* Elect- 
rification promotes t$e growth of productive labor in all 
areas of the national economy and — first of all*- in 
Industry. The inf:Uunce of electrification of labor on the 
increase of its productivity is vividly illustrated by the 
following data (1940 :-t 1007.) i 

mi   mi 
Electrification of läb^ in 
Industry v ; 2 . 
Productivity of labor ^ industry   ,198   257 

During the year* 1950 thrbugli 1959 both electrifica- 
tion and productivity of labor In USSR Industry grew at  -■ 
appro^itftately the same rate— VI. per year.- ^?s*d5rj£S ..: 
that wages constitute aoproximately 20% of total Industrial 
production costs, the net annual decrease in the costs 
which resulted from the 7% increase in labor productivity, 
will exceed two billion rubles annually. Of course it will 
not be fair to attribute the entire saving to the^growth 
of electrification; however, there is no doubt that there 
is a definite correlation between the increase in electrifi- 
cation and the rise in labor productivity, and a great 
portion of the savings derived from the reduced costs of 
Produktion in the national economy must be considered to be 
a result of electrification. 

MOPE ELECTRIC POWER FOR AGRICULTURE I — Moscow, Eje^trisfc- \} 
f*\uLv&  1 tf nlovAgnaW tvaea. No 4. April 1961, pp 3-4 

Last February the Central Committee of the CPSU AND 
the USSR Council of Ministers considered the question of 
electrification of agriculture in the USSR for the years 
1961-1965. Having noted the increased rate of electrifica- 
tion of agriculture during past years, the CC of the. Party 
and USSR Council of Ministers set goals for the further 
broad-scale electrification of agriculture to be based on 
more economical sources of power supply, including traction 
sub-stations of the electrified sectors of railroads. 

It has been decided to instruct the ministries of 
Transport and of Transport Construction to allow for furn- 
ishing electric power to kolkhozes, sovkhozes, maintenance 
and repair stations, rayon centers and other consumers Jt 
a* particular point or in the surrounding area, when planning 
or constructing traction sub-stations in the electrified 
sectors of the railroads« 
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The giant scale of electrification of railroads in 
our country opens.up really broad possibilities for electri- 
fication of agricultureo Even at present, many thousands 
of villager-consumers receive cheap electric power from 
tract ion, sub« stations arid railroad power stations« Rail- 
road transport furnished the kolkhoz village about 
300,000,000 kilowatt/hours Of electric energy last year. 

Rayon consumers — including agriculture— occupy 
an important place in the electrical balance of such rail- 
roads as the Stalinskaya, Omskaya, Kuybyshevskaya, East- 
Skberain and others. Suffice it to say that in 1960 the 
ttafction sub-stations of the Stalinskaya Railroad delivered 
to agriculture approximately 60 million KW/hrs, Omskaya — 
about 37 cdlTion KW/lgrs, Kuybyshevskaya — 22 million KW/hrs, 
etc. In Omskaya 0blast 43 kolkhozes and 19 sovkhozes re- 
ceive power from railroad sources * Traction sub-station 
Kormilovka of this railroad supplies eletetric power to the 
nationally famous "Pobeditel" Sovkhoz, while traction sub- 
station Luzino supplied the large hog sbVkhoz of the same 
name«'   •■...,*...' 

The resolution of the CO of the CPSÜ and Council of 
Ministers of the USSR on electrification of agriculture met 
with enthusiastic response from all electrical and power 
engineers of the railroads. Assistance received by agricul- 
ture from electrical installation personnel increases every 
day. Only recently the traction sub-stations of electrif- 
ied railroads began supplying electric powefr to Dovol,,- 
nenskiy Rayon ofNovosibirskdya Oblast, SO km away, and 
Okoneshkovksiy and Shcherbakovskiyr rayons of Omskaya Oblast, 
which are 30-40 km away from the railway line» 

AS ä result of electrification of the Ryazan1- 
Sasovo of the Moscow Railroad, the "Gorodskoy" Sovkhoz and 
several nearby kolkhozes hooked Up to traction sub-station 
Listviyanka. Traction sub-stations Perevles and Nazarovka 
provide electric current to farms and residences of kolkhoz 
workers. A kolkhoz settlement and a sovkhoz located near 
Rybnoye Station also obtained electricity. 

. Upon completion of electrification of the Orel-Kursk 
section of the railroad, sub-stations Ponyri and Vazy began 
supplying electric power to kolkhozes imeni Lenin, imeni 
Kalinin and "Put* Kommunizmao1' Several additional high- 
voltage lines will be put in operation in this section this 
year« They will furnish electric current to a number of 
other kolkhozesc 

Extensive work is being conducted on the organization 
of supplying electric power to agricultural consumers by 
the Latviyskäyä, Severnaya, Gor'kovskaya, Viigo-Zkpadnaya, 
L'vovskaya and Other railroads* 



,-_.., «r.v-- ■ — T-«. -*i■!£.— -wf ■«!■■• ■; ■■»- '*r- .:--".—ir1 ^■■,- "•_ *"*r. ii|r ^'PIir-^TWTi, 

During the remaining years of the current Seven Year 
Plan the electrification men are faced with the prospect 
of electrification of 15,000 km of railway lines including 
such routes as Moscow^Gorfkly-Kirov-Bale2ino-Perm'-Sverd- 
lovsk; Karaganda-Maghitogorsk-Ufa; Moscow-Leningrad; Moseow- 

" Kiev; Ryazan»-Ryazhsk-Voronezh-Rostov-Kineral'nye yody; 
Altayskaya-Artyshta-Abakan-Tayshet-Bratsk and others,  A 
number of electrified lines Will pass through the virgin 
land regions. äi    ,._._.. 

This means that many more thousands of kolkhozes 
and sovkhozes can obtain electric power. It is important 
to ascertain fully and in time the needs of agricultural 
consumers so as to enable each aectioh being electrlfiefl 
to provide for these requirements during the planning stage, 
Moreover; it is necessary tg make corrections in the pre- 
viously designed construction plans of £he proposed trac- 
tion Asüb-stations, lii line with the above-mentioned resolu- 

It 16 necessary to ooint out that agriculture's . 
demand for electric power increased constantly. Tentative 
calculations of the Tepioelektroproyekt Institute show 
that the power load requirements of agriculture may be in 
the order of 100-200 KW per 1 km of electrified raUway 

*. Substantial amounts will be.required by agrlcülttfre, 
particularly in 35-kv voltage. -In' the near future, i.e. • 
in the years 1965-1970, it is proposed to connect agricul- 
tural loads in this voltage with individual traction sub- "•• 
stations in a volume reaching 8,000-12,000 KW. 

It seems that the future consumption of 35 ,kv energy 
will increase further since the Ministry of Agriculture ^ 
USSR, is planning a changeover to the application of a system 
of distribution of 35 kv power suppoy. with direct conver- 
sion to 400 volts, In a number of regions throughout the 
country. According to available data this would afford a 
30-40% reduction In the amount of electric wiring and the 
number of transformers required for electrification of 
agriculture. .„ .  ■ «.       , 

...' Apart from agriculture there will be other rayonal 
demands for electric power. It is the responsibility of 
the aovnarkhozes to take into account the interests of all 
the rayon consumers who will be served by the traction sub- 
stations and to provide the planning organizations with all 
pertinent data. "    '_'   ... •  • ..„>,» 

The resolution of the CC of the iarty and the USSR 
Council of Ministers fully clarifies, the question of the 
sources of financing and method of providing the necessary 
materials to facilitate the work on hookingTup rayon con- 
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sumers to the traction sub-stations. Thus, where rayon 
consumption is less than 257» of the total capacity of 
traction,sub-stations, 6-iO kv delivery cells for feeding 
the rayon and agricultural consumers are constructed and 
equipped with funds earmarked for electrification of rail- 
roads, : Where greater capacity is needed and 35 kv and 
higher voltage are required by the rayon consumers,, ail the 
expenses for installation of distribution equipment at 
traction sub-stations are paid from the capital investments 
and-funds earmarked for materials, equipment and cable 
fabrication by interested organizations. 

Installation of transformers at traction sub- 
stations being built, construction of outlets and dis- 
tributors for 6-10, 35 and 110 kv for meeting the needs of 
the rayon consumers is the responsibility of thfe Ministry 
of Transport Construction which acts on recommendations of 
the Ministry of Transport, 

Completion of construction, expansion or reconstruc- 
tion of operating traction sub-stations with a view toward 
using them for supplying the rayon consumers will be car- 
ried out by the Ministry of Transport with funds earmarked 
for equipment and materials by the interested organizations. 
Planning of the job is as a rule entrusted to the organiza- 
tion which originally designed the given sub-station. 

Departments of electrification, and power adminis- 
tration of the railroads should prepare suitable technical 
conditions for hooking»u? the rayon consumers to such sub- 
stations and should consider the question thoroughly and 
seriously without impeding the set goal. 

It must be pointed out that in many cases the rayon 
consumers, including agricultural, delay the construction 
of the required networks and lines for connection with the 
traction sub-station. The step-down transformers at more 
than 100 traction sub-stations already have a third wind- 
ing on 35 kv voltage which is especially made for the 
rayon consumers. However, not all of the transformers' are 
being utilized. Such a situation, for instance, exists 
at traction sub-stations in the sector Kinei'-Dema of the 
Kuybyshevskaya Railroad;»Kharkov-Lozovaya^ Kharkov-Belgorod 
and Lozovaya^Slavyansk of the Southern RR; Nizhnedneprovsk- 
Chaplino of the Stalinskaya RR. and other railroads. 

It is estimated that 1,300 km of rural electric 
networks will be constructed during the current Seven Year 
Plan. It is a vast program and its implementaiion will 
require all of the effort of the constructors and workers 
of the electro-technical industry as well as the consumers 
of the electric"powet themselves. The resolution of the 
CC of the Party and the USSR Council of Ministers'-'must 
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stimulate the organizations concerned in the union repub- 
lies äs t^ll as 4,n the sovharkhozes to expedite the soiu- 

,.tion of the questions connected with suoplying the rayon 
consumers with electric energy from traction sub-stations. 

Besides the* traction sub-stations agriculture re- 
ceives (and wilt shortly receive greater amounts of) elec- 
tric^ power from railroad electric, stations, step-down sub- 
stations and longitudinal power transmission lines. As 
we know, a numbeff pf railroads are constructing longitudin- 
al 10 kv lines, wljile additional Wires are being installed 
on the poles of the contact network in the electrified 
alternating current sectors* These wiresj together with 
the rail (ground) create a three-phase system of 27,5 kv 
5^e«trid supply. Theöe longitudinal lines are intended to 
feed all line consumers including railroad buildings, 
platelayers' cabins, residences of railroad workers and 
also track maintenance operations. 

There already are 5,000 km of longitudinal electric- 
supply lines. Approximately 3,000 km more are being ac- 
tivated this year.and the length of these lines along rail- 
roads will continue to increase constantly. This will al6o 
facilitate the supplying of kolkhozes and villages located 
along the railway lines. In certain cases the poles and 
other supports of the railroad electric networks oould be 
utilized for hanging the wires of electric lines intended 
for feeding the kolkhozes, s^vkhozes and other Agricultural 
consumers. 
* ,,  *? order t0 utilize ihe expanding ootential more 
fully, the aid of electro-technical industrial plants must 
be secured. They are being called upon tö organize deliv- 
ery of electrical equipment required to connect the consum- 
ers with the railroad sub-stations and the lines of long- 
itudinal electric supply* The above oarticularly aopiies 
to plants fabricating less powerful transformers of"10 and 
22.5 kv voltages; It should be noted that unfortunately, 
production of 27/S kv transformers in 20 and 40 KW capacit- 
ies jhas not yet been organized, although they are badly 
needed for electrification of the line consumers in the 
sections of alternating current and can also be used for 
electrification of agricultural consumers. 

All is not well in the production of powerful steo- 
down transformers for traction sub-stations of alternating 
current of 27.5 kv, which are intended for the feeding of 
inter-system 220 kv oower transmission lines. In addition 
to _two coils — 220 and 27.5 kv for traction — such trans- 
formers should have a third coil (voltage 35 or 10 kv) for 
feeding the rayon. However, for cost reasons the Moscow 
Electric Plant is trying to refuse to manufacture three- 
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coil transformers and offers instead to utilize separate 
transformers which can be connected with the traction coil 
of 27.5 kv. Obviously, the plant does rot realize that 
this win raise ovvrail costs and increase^, power .loss 
whic> results from double-transformation of f=nergy0 ;; . ;,■ ■ 

It Is imper^ive that the USSR Gosplan make a final 
desision determines definitely^which plants ^^gnufac- 
ture-low" capacity transformers for 27,5 kv and which will 
furnish large capacity transformers ™*™J^i^.+a. 

Life insistently demands the solution of certain 
other important problems, " In many Cases there is ^h_iri 
common in the solution of the problems of village electri- 
fication and electrification of line consumers^of railway 
transport. Consequently, it would seem advisable to man- 
ufacture single type multi-purpose machinery which would- 
SermiT^pliiatlon of moderS industrial methods in construc- 
tion and* installation operations. There ib also a real_ 
possibility of unification Of the construction of network 
circuit breakers, automatic multi-switch separators, and of 
a universal solution to the problem of automatic regulation 
of voltage under load for transformers of comparatively 
8ma  the Party and government have placed before the Soviet 
people a task of great national importance. To furnish .; 
electric power to agriculture means to lend very rear aid 
in the complete mechanization of agricultural production, 
i.e. *M. to further raise its economic level. ■■■:;■ 

The railroad transport service has considerable   ^ 
potential with which to expedite electrification\of agricul- 
tural consumers. It is the duty of all railroad men to 
bring this potential into being. 

THE KRASNOYARSK HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER STATIC*! -- By Engineer 
B. P. Feringer, Moscow^ Gidfeotekhnleheskove-Stroltel*stv*ft 
No 5, May 1961, pp 2*5 

The dam of the Krasnoyarsk Hydro-Electric Station 
is' located above the city of Krasnoyarsk at the point where 
the river flows through a comparatively narrow„valley with 
the steep and high banks lined with granite. The width ot 
the river (between the actual water lines) does not exceed 
750 meters. The area of the catch basin within the fold 
consists of 288,000 sq km, mean long-term flow is 2,800 
cubic meters per second, maximum recorded flow during spring 
floods is 29,800 cubic meters per second, while at the end 
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of* Winter; waterfiow has been>jMcbrded at 300*400 cubit'  li ■» 
metere  per second*'   *. .'• •.'■'!-..".;«.  '  ;,.'- ',■'■'■ :'■''••• 

.-■■:;   The hyd^oWelfaCtrio system will create a 100 m 
affluent and»a storage reservoir. 380 km long and approximat- 
ely,2,000 sq km tn area with a gross volume of 73 cubic 
kilometers and thfc actual working volume of 30 cu km» 

■  The original plans of 1957 envisaged construction 
of a concrete dam of the solid ^gravitational type, with 
expanded, joints, ,£t the present time the Leningrad branch 
?L?l?'?Sidf?en?^Pr?yd«t (Hydro-Electric Power Planning ,.■■ 
Administration) has developed a new design of the hydro- 
elect rife station. Clarification of the planning of long- 
term-utilization of electric power resulted in a decision 
calling for a practicable Increase, of the specified capa- 
city of the ^Krasnoyarsk Hydro-Electric Power Station ta the 
minlmuxrof 5 million KW; Planning and research projects 
by the Xenlngrad Metal Plant and the ••Elektrosila" Plant , 
solved the problem of bringing the:unit capacity of the 
plantslup to 500 milliwatt with a very slight Increase 
In the. size of machinery. This permitted not only Installa- 
l\°£ 2*!fJ unite but ^ provided for possible future Installa* 
tlon of -m two additional assemblies In the building of the 
hydroelectric power station, in spite: of the narrowness 
of the .fold at the dam site and the erected bulkhead, on 
the,left bank, without•lengthening the building» 
-u- *_ P1? adopted.design of the dam was of a:massive- . 
abutment^type.which afforded a considerable saving In the 
ampunvof concrete work, For the first time the entire 
operation of manufacture, transportation and laying of the, 
long concrete blocks within the dam was designed to be done 
by a continuous assembly line method. Unique 25-ton bridge- 
type cable-cranes of 1100 m span will serve as a general 
hoisting-transportation-construction assembly, which should 
be produced by USSR Industry within the next two years» 
Jhusi the dam-will be built without trestle or pier for 
trans.p^^injg cement..,,, -.„^, t.;.-:,;, .     ~ ™      ,. 
.    An Original solution was proposed on the c6nstruc- 
tl^tk °f 8hlP-'alsing machinery consisting of a slanting 
ship elevator with a turn-table bridge, thus affording 
^W0*^ ^llltAtlon of the local topography which greatly . 
reduced the cost of the ship elevator and made it possible 
to-construct It simultaneously with the rest of the hydro- 
electric power plant.       . . y 

i Cbe of the complicated problems encountered while 
Increasing the unit capacity of the bytfrb«.electrie plants 
SL1? 5?? mlUiwatts was the question of water supply for . 
th£ wW^s with the calculated head (with allowance for 
watet' hammer) of up to 130 m and the delivery of 580 cu 
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meters per second. The uncertainty of combining the metal 
casing and steel reinforcement in the concrete and lack 6ff/a « 
dependable specifications for the stress^reinforced construct» 
tions of this type as Well as the labor*consuming nature ^  v 
of this work wilt compel application of a spiral metal 
chamber end a steel pipeline. - The spiral chamber is round 
in its cross-section with the entrance 8*5 m in diameter8 
and a wide-sweep angle of 345°» Specially alloyed steel 
up to 32 mm thick, will have to be used for its construc- 
tion» Same type and size steel will be used for the lower 
level pipeline of 10 m diameter« The pipeline was designed 
to be open and will lie on the lower'face of'the dam abut- 
ment« The water intake openings of the ducts on the crown 
of the dam will be equipped with;removable strainers and 
locks equipped.with hydraUiic lifts.; A redess will be 
constructed in front pf the locks for installation of a 
dam.walling in case it beltöjäös necessary to empty the work- 
ing channel. The servicing of all installations of the 
dam is accomplished by a gantry crane of 150 ton capacity. 

The building of the hydroelectric power station has 
a 4 m high engine room with a ha ten and a trap door in the 
ceiling over each generator* Ä 1,000-tbn capacity gantry 
crane is installed over the roof of the engine room. The 
Crane is equipped with a housing which completely covers 
the hatoh when the trap door is open, so as to protect the 
engine room from the cold ajlr and atmospheric precipitation. 
The'adopted arrangement solves the problem .of transporting 
the transformers from the place of their installation over 
the suction pipes, to the transformer repair shop located 
next to the assembly platform. A special wagon is used 
for this purpose. It moves on the raile of the gantry crane. 

The hook-up of the Krasnoyarsk Hydro-Electric Sta- 
tion with the power system is accomplished on the voltage 
of 220 and 500 kilovolts. Four plants will operate for the 
220 kv network, and the other six plants (future plans call 
for eight plants) will operate for the 500 kv. The main 
500 kv single-phase transformers will have the capacity 
of 200 millivolts each. For the 220 voltage two three- 
phase 300 millivolt transformers are installed for each 
generator. The transformers will be connected by means of 
overhead lines» with the 220 and 500 kv 0RU located on the 
left and right banks of the river. 

The 590 millivolt capacity generators designed for 
the Krasnoyarsk Hydro-Electric Power Station« with genera- 
ting capacity of 15.75 kv and speed or" 93.8 RH4/are of an 
umbrella type with a step-bearing support on the lid of the 
turbine. '- 

The creation of such a powerful generator in a size 
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suitable for transporting and assembly necessitated applica- 
tion of a water cooling system for the wiring of the stator 

:,and fpr;ced*aircooling system for the rotor» which .made 
it possible tfr;fceduce the bulk and weight of the machinery 
to 62*5% of tfiei standard-type generator. Under the opera- 
ting conditions qf. the system, the generator, excitation Is 
ionic with the feeding from an auxiliary unit. 

'„.-.,. The Leningrad Metal Plant developed a new type of 
high-speed runners for the radial-axis turbines of this - 
ppwer statio^v; :,^n Increase in the relative, height of the 
guiding device ai$d improvement in the snap* of the rotor?; 
made it possible-to.rai,se the output to 1,100 t/sec (30% , , 
higher tljan the-first' turbines of" the Bratsk Hydro-Electric 
Power Station)f: thus reducing the diameter of the runner 
by I ra. The turbine has a diameter of 7.5 m, soeed of 
93.8 RPK, capacitor of 508 milliwatt (with a 95 m* head and 
delivery of 580 cubic meters per second) and maximum ef- 
ficiency.of 94%. It has been decided that the turbine 
rjjnners, weighing 250 tons each, are to be all-welded and 
to be delivered undismantled via the White Sea-Baltic 
Waterway,the Northern Seaway and the Yenlsey River. 

• .;;. 

, gLäCTRIFIGkTXON QF AGRICULTURE -- Moscow; PromVshlannava 
Enercetika^ .No 5> May 1961, pp 1-3    ■ ' . 

'''■'■■■.'. ■  .'.       '■''>'' 

With a general increase of 38% in the suboly of '■''''■' 
electric power in the USSR from 1956 to 1959, power consumo- 
Jiön by agriculture increased during the same period by 
65/0, The supply of power to agriculture for the state and1 

large industrial power stations has also increased, 
o« *      Of the total supply of electric power In the USSR, 
3% is used by agriculture; this situation is analogous to 
that in the United States, Austria and Switzerland. 

Utilization of electric power for agricultural needs 
in France, the German Federal Republic. Hungary and Greece 
is under 2% of the total power, Production in these countries. 

.    In January and February 1961, personnel of'the 
plant and factory inspectorates of the power systems of 
the Sovnarkhozes and State Agricultural Power Control in- 
spected 31 electric stations and 57 areas of agricultural 
power networks in the following 12 economic rayons: Moskov* 
skiy, TuPskiy, ,Lenlngradskiy, Gor^ovskiy, Rostovskiy, 
Krasnodarskiyt Dneprovskiy, Kiyevskiy, Khar'kovskiy, Sverd- 
lovskiy, Chelyabinskiy, and the Belorusskly. it was deter- 
mined that the problems of electrification of agriculture 
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are being solved mostly by the ©blast branches of Sel1- 
energo which control,'ää a/rüle, the construction and in-, 
Stätlatiön agencies ot Sel'eiektostroyi; however, th6re ; 
are areas where the construction and installationagencies 
engaged in'the electrification of agriculture operate 
independently.      ■"•.>■•'•"* ■"'   . :'":\"'  '■'' f ■■ 

The activities of Sel'energo ih the area of elect- 
rification are confined "to operations and development of 
electric power networks aiid major sub-stations of 35,10, 
and 6 kilo-Volts; the electric power! networks and all 
electric installations of < 0,38^0.2^ kv voltage are assigned 
to-the kolkhozes ana sbvkhözes Which operate them. 

Operations of the 3S% 10, and-6 kv agricultural 
networks in Tul'skaya Obtest ate under the control of the 
power administration of the TUl'skiy Sovnarkhöz.    , 

ji The number bf electrified farms and in individual 
rayons is high: the sbvkhozes and private manual telephone 
exchanges are 100% electrified, while the kolkhozes of the 
Bral'skiy, Moscow, Leningtadskiy*'Khar»kövskiy and Rostov- 
Skiy tayons are 90% to 98% electrified. However, the num- 
ber of electrified formsteads in the kolkhozes is much 
lower. Even Tul•skiy Rä^bn with its developed state elec- 
tric power distribution networks has only an * insignificant 
number of its kolkhoz farmsteads!electrified.       ' : 

Electrification of agricultural labor in the USSR 
Vis four*times as high in öövkhozös'as it is in kolkhozes. 
Furthermore, electrification of labor in the^ sovkhozes arid 

vkolkhpzes which receive.their electric power f rom.the state 
power systems is 50% higher than that in the sovkhozes and 
kolkhozes which receive it from the small village power 
stations. Of the surveyed regions the highest degree of 
electrification of agricultural labor is in the Moskov- 
skaya, Chelyabinskaya, Leningradskaya and Sverdlovskaya 
©blasts^ 'and the lowest -- in PskoVskaya and Novgoradskaya 
oblasts. . . - . ■..,.•.;.;. 

The total number of hours of operation of individual 
village power stations is extremely low and was as follows 
in I960: Tul*skaya oblast ?•- 1,300 hours, Rostovskaya 
oblast ~ 1,600 hrs, Krasnpdarskiy Kray — 1,780 hrs, and 

1 Syerdiovsksya Oblast — 1,160 hrs. 
The technical state of the electric power networks 

and sub-stations belonging to Sel'ehergo is comparatively 
satisfactory with the exception of those networks and sub- 
stations which were, in operation for long periods of time 
and require a complete overhaul necessitated by the rotting 
wood ot the power poles, corrosion of metals,,Inadequacy 
of wiring for,the  increased loads* existence of the CPZ 
system (two lines — ground) and antiquated machinery and 
«equipment« '•;■-;:.:.  •■■.',  '■:■ V    ""■',-■- 
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The 6*-10 fcv power, networks and sub- stations of /the 
low voltage distribution networks belonging to the sovkhozes 
and kolkhozes are often in a less satisfactory condition. 

Supplying agriculture consumers is usually effected 
through the radial type distribution network. At the pre* 
sent time work is underway on'interconnection of the cir- 
cuits of various networks. However» changerover of the , 
power networks from one source of supply to another requires 
from five minutes to two hours and in certain cases the 
change-over is completelykimpossible due to the distance 
from the, main sources of supply and the transmission JLn* 
adequacy of the lines.   ,../., 

In the tenlngradskayaOblast Sel'energo agricultural 
consumers, are divided in respect to reliability of the power 
supply into three categories: ;the first category, which 
does not allow interruptions, includes rpower milking mach* 
Ines, incubation'stations, starch plants and the waterworks; 
the second category permits interruption during switching* 
over to reserve supply: feed manufacturers, grain eleva- 
tors; the third category permits shut-down for. a duration 
not exceeding 24 hours: feed mills, machine shops and wood- 
working' shops, concrete mixers and the waterworks (where 
storage tank6 are available.) 

In order to insure a continuous flow of power to 
the agricultural installations which cannot be switched off 
.without damage Or destruction to production (Incubator 
"stations, milk pasteurization, etc.), portable diese! power 
plants are Usually employed. 

THE INGURI CASCADE — By B.- Abramov,'Moscow, Stroltel'nava 
fiasgta, 17 May 1961, p 4. ; T ■ 

The beautiful Inguri has its source' h^gh in the 
mountains near the Ukhvän and Shkhara glaciers. Its tur- 
bulent waters rush down the deep gorge between the Caucasus, 
Kodorskiy and Svanetskly ranges and then cut across Kolk» 
hidskaya plain toward the Black Sea. :; 

• For a long time people were dreaming of the possib- 
ility of making the river work for them and protect the 
surrounding fertile lands from the dreaded floods. Even 
prior. ,to the First World Mar the tsarist government let 
foreigners have the concession of designing, constructing 
and operating the electric power station project on the 
Inguri river. However, this work was not Completed. 

The solution of this complicated problem became pos- 
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sible only during the Soviet; period.. The construction of 
the TransCaucasus» largest hydro-electrid power complex, 
on the "foguri river has »recently commenced at a point 35 
km from the town of Zugdidi,        ,      . 

The chain of the; watet power structures will begin 
near the village of Özhavar^.;r;,.   ..'.':.... 

V  The; reinforced ebA^i«'ä«-t3^''d^V''öf.:*V^niqu6, , 
height of 300 maters, will |e'$%*$&& on the Ihguri, in the 
"narrow section of the - kdrge>" The water wjlll. rush from the 
reservoir created by the*dat^ into ttje, pressure tunnel. ;; .: 
There, the water;will be subjected to a tremendous pros- . 
sure, Which will forde it opto the rotors $f  the turbines 
which will be installed;in;the engine room deep underground. 
'Here will, be the realm of power engineering, The hydraulic 
machinery control"panel, oil-preösüte installation, over- 
head cranes and other, equipment will-be set up in an orderly 
formation in the underground palace. , ,' ! ...!"-./. ;."•  - 

From the turbines the water from the Ingüri will go 
through the discharge tunnel,.,and,will come up to the sur- 
face to join with:another river.--~the lris*Tskali. The , 
Perepädnaya IJyflro-Etectric Power Station will be construct- 
ed on th6 spillway öf these two rivers, While yet another1 

hydro-eleciric generating station will be built on the 20 km 
of take flowing into the Black Sea. Thus, the Inguri com- 
plex will include three hydro-electric power stations. 
Their total capacity will be 1,632,000 KW„ 

Construction of the Inguri Hydro-Electric System is 
just beginning. .Building of the living quarters, ware- 
house facilities and roads Is underway. The first tasks 
will be the extension to the jobsite of the power trans- 
mission line and a railroad spur? from? Zugdidi and construc- 
tion of a bridge across the Inguri near the village of 
Dzhvari.   ' v>;.-»..'-?'. < r- •■•    ;•-' ; .?;.-,■ •■•• -  . . ,.;<■;.■ 

For the purpose of reducing costs and expediting'con - 
struction, the most progressive construction methods will 
be applied and*; the cheapest-materials and most* modern mach- 
inerywill be used. Construction of an arc-type dam w-,-; 
instead of the usual gravity dam -*fwill reducethe re- > 
quired quantity of Concrete by 75%«      :,    ;«..;..,'.■.'■■'V 

The Selection of dropi type open hydro-electric 
stations will eliminate the necessity of constructing ex-■ 
pensive engine rooms, because{ the machinery will be instal- 
led in the Open.     "-,:v.-- • r./-; ■■ (.t/. ■   :■:'-.    :■■<■ ■:•■■ 
i ■<-. j        The passage of a few years will make the area of the 
ancient village of Dzhvariiunrecognizable. Facilities of 
the mighty water power cdmolex will Spread out for kilo- 
meters around. Vast blue expanses.of the new water reser- 
voirs will cover Wide areas and a new city will <emerge 
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amidst: the greenery of lush vegetation. Its main street 
will be almost two kilometers.,Jong.     , 

Power transmission lines'will extend from the water 
« power; station partying high-voltage electricity of 500,000 v. 
Such lines are new to Georgia. ,   ' : 

: The Inguri complex will develop over five million 
.kilpwätt/hoürs of electric energy annually, which is.al- 
most twice aß much as the, amount now produced by ail hydro- 
.electric stations In the republic. This will stimulate 
labor*consuming production, expand the existing capacity of 
industrial enterprises, permit an increase in the utiliza- 
tion of electric power in Armenia and;Azerbaydzhan, Whose 
power systems are already amalgamated with that of Georgia. 

Moreover, construction of the Inguri hydro-complex 
will create favorable conditions for the development of 
agriculture oh the Koikhidskaya Plain'. 20>000 hectares of 
fertile land will be irrigated between the Inguri and Okumi 
-rivers. .-'. ; . .'- 

The Inguri.Hydro-Electric Power Station is only the 
.beginning of utilization of the vast potential water-power 
resources of the river. Seven more hydro-electric power 
stations will be constructed on the Inguri River in the 
future« 

TO START THE STATION ON" TIME — Moscow, Trud. .23 My 1961. 

The construction of a new high-voltage thermo- 
electric power station is underway In the Lithuanian Repub- 
lic, the hew GRES will supply cheap electric power to the 
Baltic territories and ■Leningradskaya and Kaliriingradskaya 
Olbasts.      ...'-..'.-:.■ .-•.■> , -:■>■.■•■•. : • . .. ■ . ■■ '.V-.. 

The first plant of the electric nower station is 
scheduled to start output of,industrial power in 1962* In 
order to accomplish this the builders, will have to move 
3,500,000 cubic meters of earth, pour over 18,000 cubic 
meters.of solid concrete and reinforced concrete, erect 
40,000 cubic meters' of prefabricated reinforced concrete 
structures and manufacture 1,300 tons of metal strcctures« 

We are now having warm May weather which is ideal 
for work. And yet everything is quiet at the construction 
site* Why? Hot. enough excavation equipment, dump trucks, 
reinforced concrete structures and lack of a lot of other 
materials and equipment. 

Two months ago newspaper Sovetskava Lltva published 
an interview with I. T. Novikov, Minister of Construction 
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of 'Electric' Power Stations USSR. :Wet^re particularly im- 
pressed with a report regarding the steps being taken by 
the Ministry with regard to providing the construction site 
with the necessary equipment and materials. It was mention- 
ed, for example, that twenty trucks, ten excavators, cranes 
and other equipment were to be urgently dispatched to the 
site« But where are they? For excavation work for the 
main building, seven excavators of one cubie-meter capa- 
city each should be working simultaneously, but there are 
only three. This has resulted in delaying the laying of 
the foundation.,! 

Ve were told that for the sake of expediting con- 
struction and reducing .costs the GRES had allotted portable 
installations and prefabricated buildings, including an 
electric maintenance and refair shop, plaster shop, paint 
Station, and a welding laboratory. In reality there is 
nothing. Since it is impossible to work without these 
buildings,we are compelled -to Construct regular buildings 
which increases the cost and --most important — causes 
•delays.  ,',; . ; , 

Our electric power Station is being constructed with 
due consideration'being given to the latest techniques. 
Enlarged reinforced Concrete structures, will be Widely 
applied. We were very happy tovhear that certain" enter- 
prises were instrucked to furnish the above structures. 
Jftqwever, ,the pUbroVskiy Production Combine of the Severier- 
gostroy Trust and PerovskiyProduction Combine of the Mosen- 
.ergoströy Trust do not fulfill theirobligations very well. 
»Their managers refused to fabricate the "500" reinforced 
concrete structures specified by the plans. The project 
is therefore being altered. Large expenses are incurred 

, again. '[■'""■'■'' "'.."... 
In the interests ^uninterrupted delivery of mater- 

ials to the construction site we are laying a special rail- 
road spur line from Vevis Station. Almost,completed, the 
work had to be suspended because of non-delivery of 800 
tons of rails. The Ministry gave orders to furnish the 
steel but Glävsnäb reduced the quantity of the required 
raits to 600 tons; As a matter of interest, not one ton 
of rails has been received thus far. Perhaps this fact is 
a,minprone/but it characterizes the attitude of the Min- 
istry workers to the needs of the electric power construc- 
tion men, up 

..,. The Lithuanian GRES, one Of the largest projects 
j>f the Seven"Year Plan, must be started on time. Our col- 
lective is resolutely prepared.to greet the forthcoming 
22nd Congress of the CPSU with new successes in our work. 
However, we expect the Ministry of Construction of Electric 
Power Stations USSR to create the Conditions necessary for 
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a successful fulfillment of the accepted socialist obliga- 
tions. .."■•'. 

NEW RULES FOR TECHNICAL. OPERATION QF POWER STATIONS AND :."x 
NETWORKS — Moscow, Energetik^ No 5* . 1961, pp 1-3 

The new Rules for Technical Operation of Power •.. 
Stations and Networks, approved by Soyuzglavenergo, (main 
power agency of USSR will soon be published. 

The necessity for basic revision of the existing 
Rules published in 1953 has been apparent for some time, 
since the past eight years brought about a number of major 
changes in the country's power engineering. The capacity 
of electric power stations has increased by 150% mostly 
because of high-pressure installations whose share of the 
total capacity of electric stations reached 65%. The capa- 
cities of individual plants and electric stations, thermal 
as well as hydraulic, also rose sharply. Consolidation of 
power systems has developed extensively; a number of inter- 
system super-hgih voltage transit lines are in operation: 
Volga GES -- Moscow; Stalingrad GES — Moscow; Volga GES — 
the Urals. The nature of fuels used by electric power 
stations has changed: the use of gas and fuel oil has in- 
creased and coal of new origins is being used. Increase 
in steam parameters has necessitated more rigid specifica- 
tions for the quality of feed water and utilization of salt- 
eliminating units (water softeners). Automation and mechan- 
ization of technological processes are being developed and 
newly perfected automatic control methods are being applied. 
Practice has showed that it is possible to extend the ef- 
ficiency of the equipment between major overhauls. 

Significant changes have taken place also in the 
organizational structure of power administration, particul- 
arly in connection with the transfer of electric power 
stations and networks to the supervision of sovkhozes. 

Revision of the Rules of Technical Operations was 
- done with broad participation of the workers of power 
organisations, who submitted over 6,000 comments and sug- 
gestions. 

Substantial changes have been made with regard.to 
acceptance of electro-stations for operation. The new 
Rules show that power installations can be, as a rule, ac- 
cepted for industrial service only upon completion of all 
^necessary tests and inspections and after elimination of 
all faults and defects. 
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More rigid requirements are established''for.the read- 
iness of equipment prior to beginning of operation; For . 
leading plants the period of complete testing is five days'; 
for serial equipment the checking period is three days of 
operation at full capacity and with nominal steam and water 
parameters; automatic Controls- technological safety* signal 
and obstruction-prevention deyibfesj controls and gauges 
must be assembled and installed iri complete accord with the 
design and are to be in operation simultaneously with the 
basic machinery. It is prohibited tö conduct complete 
tests of power installations ön the basis of temporary de- 
signs or drawings 4  \ 

The new Rules formulate a number of important require- 
ments relative to the eqiupment and its service, which are 
either being applied for the first time or. summarize the 
accumulated experience in operations* Some of these require- 
ments are mentioned in, this article. 

The rules establish that all new boilers with steam 
pressure in excels of 110 atmospheres are to be equipped 
with a device for injection of alkali-acid water treatment 
compound and conservation. The Rules explain how these 
operations are to be accomplished» j 

Thermal control, safety devices, signalization and 
automation mandatory for drum-type and continuously opera- 
ting tubular boilers of steam capacity exceeding 50 tons 
per hour have been defined. 

Boilers operating on sulfur fuel oil must be equipped 
with a device injecting ah additive (fuel-oil treatment) 
into the furnace to lower the dew point of the smoke gasses. 
In addition the Rules formulate the requirements for com- 
batting corrosion on the rear heating surfaces. 

The requirements for ventilation of the boiler in- 
stallations are made considerably more .rigid as compared 
with the old rules. These are predicated on boiler capacity 
and the type of ash remover. v 

Another paragraph requires installations of an elec- 
tric or pneumatic drive on all regulating and locking de- 
vices having operational purpose and also on all main steam 
and water valves. '  , 

An additional supplement called the Deaerator deals 
with basic conditions which insure reliable operation of 
deaerators of atmospheric and/or high pressures. 

Also given in the Rules are the requirements deal- 
ing with the regulation and the safeguarding of turbines, 
tightness of safety valves, extent of automation and auto- 
matic starting of reserve pumps of turbine installations* 

Organization of economical operation of water-cooling 
reservoirs and other cooling systems is also discussed. 
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Particularly significant changes In the Rules are • . 
In parts dealing with water treatment and water utilization. 
The importance of. combatting metal corrosion, treatment of "- 
feed water with hydrazidine, organization of ejection of 
gasses from heat exchangers and heaters, anti-corrosive 
protective coating of the interior of boilers arid tanks and 
water-treatment equipment is; stressed. 

Quality standards of steam and feed water are raised 
in respect to sodium chloride and silica content as well 
as content of oxygen and carbonic acid. Hew standards are 
being introduced in respect to iron and copper content in . 
the feea water, . > '<■ 

Requirements in respect to intra-station loss of 
steam and condensate and standards for boiler blow-downs 
have been lowered. 

The Rules provide for application of special out- 
fits to facilitate unloading of fuel, especially frozen fuel. 
Included are heaters for heating the fuel in freight cars, 
vibrators, etc. 

In order to insure efficient work of conveyor belts 
and to preclude their stoppage, it is suggested that a tem- 
perature of no less than 15°C be maintained in the fuel-, 
receiving area. Specifications for organization of bunkers 
and fuel lines are also given with a view to prevention of 
stoppages. 

Fuel inventory is to be conducted quarterly at the 
fuel depots. Additional instructions are introduced to the 
effect that the waterworks installations must be of steel 
or cast steel manufacture and that these materials must be 
used on all new watet1 installations, on all installations 
undergoing overhaul, on all installations in which water 
pressure exceeds 9 atmospheres, or where the oipe diameter 
is 350 mm or larger. With regard to steam lines, steel 
must be used when steam temperature exceeds' 300OC, regardless 
of steam pressure or pipe diameter, and on steam'lines of 
200 mm diameter or larger, at pressure in excess of 9 
atmospheres, 

With reference to hydro-electric power stations the 
Rules revise the requirements relative to automatic controls 
of the speed (RPS^). frequency and capacity as well as 
?roup regulation, including requirements for heating grids" 
n water inlets, changes in inspection, overhaul schedules, 

etc. 
Additional rules are included on installation and  '", 

operation of new types of electro-technical equipment: • 
fenerators with hydrogen cooling systems, automatic trans- 
ormers, air-switches anl air-comoressors pertaining thereto, 

oil-core high-voltage cables of liO/220 kilovolts, overhead 
power-transmission lines of 330-500 kv, etc. 
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The communications section of the Rules is revised 
to include a description of tfie tteatts of communication for 
consolidated dispatching, power systems, city cable and 
thermal networks, with application cf£ modern progressive 
installations and systems of cbtiimunicatiori» 

Taking into consideration täte widely popular methods 
of operating sub-stations and hydroelectric* power stations 
with no constant attendance by duty personnel, the new 
Rules provide for simplification of the conditions for 
changing over and list the change-over switching operations 
which can be accomplished by one person. The Rules also 
simplify the system of recording change-overs« 

The new Rules revise the question of periodic major 
overhauls on all types of equipment and provide for longer 
service between the overhauls« 

' ;    With reference to the questions of organization, the 
"Rules of Technical Operations invite initiative from the 
field and will receive suggestions toward simplification - 
of administrative systems and consolidation of separate 
links, shops arid even entire enterprises«:',■-.; , 

The Rules permit organization of a consolidated : 
steam generation department, reduction in the numhär of the 
departments (shops)-to two (s team power and electric power) 
at the stations of medium size, introduction in individual 
cases of general management »(without shop or departmental; 
administration), unification of several electric power■'■.■<'•;. 
stations under general management, etc. The list of 
industrial auxiliary departments of the power administra- 
tions has been revised and .made accurate, A number of. 
changes was introduced in the structure of the electric ;: 
power system administration, while organization of mechaniz- 
ed repair stations (RMS), was scheduled, •■-... 

These  are some of the more important changes con- 
tained in the new Rules, 

The Rules do not fully reflect the conditions of 
operating electric stations with multi-assembly equip- 
ment, because no adequate experience in operating such 
power stations is. available. 

The Rules of Technical Operations do not cover gas 
turbine, diesel and locomotive installations, or mobile 
electric power stations, *. 

All other steam-turbine and hydro-electric stations, 
power distribution installations and overhead line net- 
works of 1,000 volts and higher, as. well as all cable and 
thermal networks, must operate in accordance with the new 
Rules of Technical Operations and compliance with these 
rules is compulsory for all soykhozes, ministries and de- 
partments, " ..._,.....•. 
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It is necessary for tb* bower administrations to 
organize training of personnel in these new Rules and to 
Check their knowledge. It is also neccssarv to ptan steps 
for.bringing ,the equipment and its operation in line with 
thev «retirements set forth by the above Rules*-5' 

There is no doubt that the new Rules for Technical 
Operation of Power-stations and Networks will play ah im- 
portant role" in the further improvement of the technical 
Standardsj economical reliability,arid efficiency of the 
electric power Indus try in our^country,      •'..'. J 

EXPEDITE COüSTRUCTION OP THERMO-ELECTRIC POWER STATIONS — 
By I. Dmitrlyev, Deputy Chairman VSHKh, Moscow, Stroltel'- 
nava Gazeta» 26 Kav 1961 

'   the current Seven Year Plan is decisive in implement* 
ation of Lenin's idea of total electrification of the 
country. Particularly high development is expected in 
thermo-electric power. In 1965 thermo-electric power 
stations within the RSFSR will deliver 350 billion KW/ hr, 
i.e. twice as much as in 1958. Total power output to be 
produced during the seven years should be equal to that 
delivered during all preceeding years. 

How can this giant problem be solved? 
The first two years'of the Seven Year Plan Mleft 

room for improvement," Electric current was delivered by 
the power plants at large thermo-electric stations under 
construction, namely: Troltskaya, Yuzhno-Ural'skaya, 
Kirovskaya, Tynmenskaya, Stavropol'skaya, bJevinhomysskaya, 
Novo-Ryazaiiskayai,,The next two years should see the oper- 
ation of some ten other powerful aggregates. 

For some reasons (which should not have occurred), . 
last year plans for operation of power plants did not 
materialize at the Nazarovskaya, Verkhne-Tagll*skaya and 
other ORES which are being constructed by organizations 
of the USSR Ministry of Construction of Electric Power 
Stations, 

A considerable number of stations In the RSFSR are 
being constructed by sovkhozes. However, because of the 
previously prevalent old traditions the sovkhozes are slow, 
in facing up to the importance of thermal energy. 

Construction of power installations in the Omskiy . 
Sovnarkhoz is particularly unsatisfactory. The job x>f ex- 
pansion of TETs No 3 has been going on for three years. 
Installation of a 50,000 KW turbine and a 420 ton steam- 
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capacity boiler was planned for I960, The.Omsk constructors 
sabotaged this undertaking and made no preparation, |pr put- 
ting thie machinery in operation this year;.: ,f 4 ''<T - . 

The Orenburgskiy Sovnarkhoz is delaying,the„%,jcpanslon 
of' Orskaya TETs No 1. A similarsituation ^^flM^1^ 
A* 50,000 KW turbo-generator has been sitting at thg .con- 
struction site of TEts No 1 since July of last year. It 
was not installed for a simple reason: the main building 
is incomplete and no foundation has been built for the 
heavy machinery.       1      •  ü  .-.  »^«.„«^ 

The list of "debtors" can be. continued. However, 
this is not the.point« It is Important; to ascertain the 
reasons, for thisrand to show the ways and means of eliminat- 
ingshortcomings. During- the bast years J^?1^^» £S 
izätionsof the Ministry of Construction of Electric -power 
Stations came out with progressive decisions relative to 
the utilization of prefabricated reinforced concrete com- 
*m>nents in' construction of buildings?and structures*  ■ 
Industry began delivering new types of equipment; MW1;' 
and suoer-hlgh steam paramet^ boilers arid *W*uw>s of in- 
creased per*unit capacity and. Output* A commendable f jot. 
But the trouble Is that, construction agencies of both the 
ministries and the Sovkhözes proved to be totally inade- 
quate in coping .with the iffew problems*  .'. ;  . .;.,.■  : 4    The lack ,of the necessary powerful ^properly 
equipped bases fo*r the production of bulky units Of heavy 
prefabricated reinforced cdncrete is. m?M #» factors_ 
delaying construction. Tlfs first of, alt applies to the 

^8i0nSThe1iältion is ev|n worse Wi^th regard to industrial- 
ization of construction processes in building the power 
stations where it is in thfe hands of the Oonstraction . 

' organizations of sovnarkhozeso To them each, power station 
is subject to individual planning and decisions jmd the 
majority of components of structural materials for the 
^SductLn basef of the trusts ^re not typical ^t "custom 
made." They are fabricated at specially-built proving 
grounds'and are often partly hand-made, whictr increases 
cost, considerably delays construction, entails^waste1 of 
metal »in production of metal forms, equipment attd devies. 

• *     is it possible to.change the existing situation? 
Yes, it is. "Planning organizations should strictly adhere 
to the established procedure, according.tQ.whichthe^de- 
signers of the structure Inspect of a power Station with 
initial capacity qt  the aggregates of up to 25,000 KW 
should take'into consideration technical conditions approv- 
ed for the given economic rayon and the rayon catalog ot 

standard building structures and parts .^ 
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•  The Mihtiti^r of Construction of Electric Power 
* Statiohö made the decision to create the rayon production 
basest Their construction has already commenced« However» 
It takes time to organize such enterprises. Keanwhlle, 

-prefabricated reinforced concrete Is required right how« 
We believe that it Is possible to set up a more efficient 
system of supplying the required materials»since funds , 
are available« For example, in the regions of .construction 
of large power stations with plant capacities of 50.000 KW 
and higher (Cheboksarskaya, Kazanskaya, Novo-Kuybyshevskaya, 
Salavatskaya, Sterlitamakskaya, Orskaya, Hovo-Troitskaya 
and others) the Ministry has large bases» "vftiy not hand the 
construction of these stations over to the ministry? 
Organizations of the ministry could bring them to completion 
with minimum expense» Even in cases where construction 
of•> suöh 'stations is entrusted to sovnarkhozes,, organization 
of deliveries of standard.prefabricated reinforced concrete 
structures from production bases of the same ministry could 
be accomplished« 

Equipping construction with machinery is another 
urgent problem« According to the planned specifications a 
modern power station with turbines of 50,000 Ktf capacity 
and higher should have a technological construction and 
installation system comprising' five gantry cranes of 30* 
ton hoist capacity and a 32 m span each, caterpillar cranes 
of'10-20 ton capacity and other smaller hoisting equipment. 
However; unfortunately there is a shortage of such equip- 
ment and the sovharkhoz organizations simply do not have it« 

This situation seriously impedes assembly operations« 
Obviously the question of increasing the production of 
heavy-duty cranes should be included on the agenda« It 
should be noted that something is being done in this direct- 
ion« However» those are only timid steps. More energetic 
measures are required« 

Timely delivery of good quality basic and auxiliary 
equipment, electro-technical apparatus and cable production 
are of paramount importance in expediting construction and 
the production of electric energy at thermo-electric power 
stations« 

Unfortunately, a number of enterprises (Bel'gorod, 
Podol'sk and Taganrog plants) are not complying with the 
schedules for delivery of equipment and — what is particul- 
arly regretable — the equipment delivered is of low quality« 
Engineers and mechanics are required to try and iron out 
the defects in conditions at the construction site which 
incurs a lot of work and expense. Correction of the factory 
defects in Assembly No 9 of tyzhrio^Ural^kaya GRES cost ap- 
proximately 18,000 man/days or about a quarter of the total 
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labor outlay required to assemble $he equipment of the 
entire installation. 

«•■-" The rapidly growing needs for electric power call 
for a resolute decision to construct powerful thermo- 
electric power stations with the installation of large 
units with high steam parameters« Such a course is being 
taken» ...■■'...■..■'■. 

Sovnarkhozes and ministries of communal economy and 
agriculture must devote more attention to the construction 
of electric networks and a$p.ly more extensively simplified 
plans and designs.of sub-stations* complete sub-stations and 
complete distribution installations« 

Successful solution'bf this problem will permit us 
to embark upon the general construction of large thermo- 
electric power stations« 

The RSFSR has at its disposal the means for increas- 
ing the capacity of the equipment operating a,t existing 
electric power stations, through reconstruction« Thus,, 
the capacity and efficiency of a number of steam turbines 

, can be increased by modification of the chambers between 
inlet and outlet valves through which the steam passes, 

treplacement of existing rotors by new ones, etc. 
Such modifications were carried out on 22 turbines 

of 50,000 and 100,000 KW capacity at RSFSR electric power 
stations« This resulted in a general increase of capacity 
of 220,000 KW, at a cost of 10-12 rubles per each addition- 
al kilowatt so obtained. This fruitful experiment will be 
repeated this year« Modification of the turbine steam 
chambers,-is proposed for 14 turbines with an expected in- 
crease in their total capacity of 85,000 KW« 

There are 40 analogous turbines in operation in the 
RSFSR. Their modification will yield an additional 200,000 
KW.' .-..,,■■ 

Generators equipped with hydrogen .cooling systems 
and coupled with steam turbines can carry an additional 
10% load as a result of raising the pressure of the hydrogen 
coolant from 0.05 to 0«9 atmospheres and with minor adjust- 
ments of the generator« Consequently, such a measure would 
increase the output of theoperating turbines by 500,000 KW. 

The Soviet people are making preparations to greet 
the 22nd Party Congress« It is the duty of the builders 
and mechanics of thermo-electric power stations and of 
collectives of the enterprises furnishing the equipment to 
do all they can in order to insure fulfillment of the plans 
calling for putting into operation new electric power 
potential during the third year of the Seven Year Plan, 
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THE RATE OF, DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION OF- THE POWER 
ECONOMY •« By A. Stepankov, Moscow,' Vöorosv Ekonomlki.  ^ 
Wo 5, May X?6i, pp 19-26   - t     - , 

The tremendous growth in consumption of electric 
power as Against the general growth of Industry Is a result 
of an Increase in the usage of electric energy in industrial 
production, intensive electrification of production pro* 
cesses, growth of electrification of labor, application of 
electric power in agriculture, electrification of transport, 
the communal economy and the needs of the 'population» 

The great rate of electric power production compared 
with the gross increase in industrial production was espec- 
ially high during the period of implementation of the GQELRO 
Plant (According to that plan the rate of overtaking was 
to be 125% higher than that of industrial production, but 
the actual rate was 137% higher than that of industrial 
Production.) This progress has slowed down since then. 
During the second Five Year Plan electric power production 
was only 21% higher than industrial production as a whole, 
during the-fourth Five Year Plan — only 12%, fifth — 1%, 
while the 1959-65 Seven Year Plan is supposed to show a 
20% increase in production of electric power as against the 
growth index of general industrial production. 

This decrease in the rate öf growth of production 
of electrical energy in comparison with the rate of growth 
of industrial production in its entirety contradicts the 
tendencies of the development of modern industry. The 
example of industrial development of the countries of 
Western Europe And the United States confirms the imperative 
necessity for a greater differential In the rates of growth 
of power engineering versus industry as a whole. During 
the past ten years the increase of electric power production 
in the Unites States exceeded the increase of industrial 

*\ production as a whole by 647», while in Western Europe -* 
' by 80%. Although the USSR.showed higher annual increases 
• in the rate of electric power production (1954-59 average 

--11.9% P.a., as against the United States average of 
7.5% p.a.), they only slightly exceed the rate of increase 
of industrial production. '■; ■• 

The USSR is, approaching, or has overtaken, the 
United States in production capacity in a number of areas 
of industry. By 1959 the Soviet Union exceeded the United 
States in coal mining by 12%, in ore mining ••■by 58%, in 
logging by 2.4%, in sugar production — by 76%, in production 
of animal fats — by 29%, in production of woolen yam — 
by 17.2%, in production of cement — by 68.4%, whereas in 
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jthe production o£ steel and pig iron £he USSR reached ap* 
pjroximately 75% of United States production. 

However, production of electric power in our country 
lin, 1$59 Was only 31,1% of that in the United States. Also, 
„pur country is lagging behind the United States in the out« 
"put of primary energy resources* The outout of petroleum 
in thti USSR comprises,only 37% 6f tihe level of1 the United 
States output natural gas production is only about 11.4% 
of that of the United States and in fuels as a Whole — 

. our production is about pair that of the United States. 
Compared With the United States the level of produfctiön of 
electrical energy and the output of fuels (except for coal) 

. are the lowest ones athong the branches of heavy industry. 
|n order to catch up the United States (in the shortest 
possible time) in the output of electric energy, it is nee- 

pessary to intensify the rate of development of the electric 
power economy. It must also be noted that apart from the 
task of catchinl up with the United States in total capacity 
of production it is necessary to equal the capitalist 
countries in per capita production of energy. In 1958 per 
capita oroduction of electric power was as follows: USSR 

■'.::*- 1*058 KW/HRS.; United States — 4,150 KW/KRS, Canada — 
5,670 i^J/HRS, HorWay •-' 7,700 KW/HRS, Sweden — 43100 KW/HRS. 

There is almost a direct correlation between -:he 
productivity of labor and its electrification. This can be 

„.seen from the following comparison of the dynamic;, or: 
electrification and productivity of labor in USSR «,1350 - 

;:xoo): ■' ■.    ,:;. 

1955     1*956    1957   1958   1959 

Electrified-' 
(tion of labor 146 $'":./ 160 ; ; 169 •'b- 179 

M; 
r 

154 165 174 187 
Productivity 
of labor  ^ 

The.interdependencebecomes obvious also in the 
fact that, for example» in the ferrous metallurgy, consump- 
tion p.f electric poWer per Worker in the USSR is 44.3% of, 
that in the United States, while annual production per 
rworker la the.USSR is only 49.1% of that in the United 
States. The figures are 66r7% and 74.4% respectively in 
the machine-buildihg industry, 43.2% and 42.1% respectively 
inthe'cellulose and paper industry, etc« The level of 
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electrification of labor in industry in Our country Is only 
35.6% of that'in the United States and the lag in product- 
ivity of our labor is approximately at the same ratio. Con- 
sequently, in order to raise labor productivity (in the 
shortest possible time) and overtake in this important:ec- 
onomic index the United States and other-highly developed 
capitalist countries, it is necessary first of all to. effect 
a corresponding increase in the electrification of labor, 
Howver, this is possible only in intensification of the 
rate of development of electric power so as to.insure that 
insufficiency, or high expenditure'pf electric pqtoer pro- 
duction, in any one economic region, industrial'centre,: 
city or village will not limit its availability to industry, 
agriculture, transport, and communal, cultural and resid- 

",-■ On 28 November 1959, in his speech during the All- 
union Conference on Power Construction, 'N* S. Khrushchev 
pointed out that the long-term plan of electrification of 
the country for the next 15-20 years and the plan of devel- 
opment of the national economy during the same period should 
become the mainstay of our program of communist development»" 
In the area of the development of electric energy, the prob- 
lem is to liquidate first"of all the lag in this important 
branch of production as compared to the level of production 
in the United States. 

The existing prognoses an the development of elec- 
tric power in the United States are based on the fact that 
electric energy production is doubled every ten years, which 
is an equivalent of 7-8% annual increase» Such an increase 
in the production of electric power took place in the Wilt- 
ed States and in the majority of Western European countries 
during the past ten years. _ 
-w.  Preliminary .plans of the Peyli /Russian translit- 
eration/ Senate Committee envisaged United States electric 
fower production to be 1,400 billion kilowatt-hours in : 
975. The Federal Power Commission raised this figure to 

1,668 billion kilowatt-hours, while actual production of 
electric energy in 1959 by all power stations was 795 bil- 
lion kilowatt-hours. According to the forecast compiled 
by the magazine Electrical World, the development of elec- 
tric energy in 1975 should reacti 2,423 billion KW/HRS with 
total, capacity of power stations established at 480 million 
KW. The forecast of the federal commission, is no doubt •; 
mo re. realistic. "   :',."■,,>., 

, ....In order for the USSR to catch up with the United 
States in production capacity of electric:power stations 
and in the development'of electric power networks, it is nec- 
essary to raise 'the rate of the development of our elec- 
tric power engineering. It seems to us that the surplus 
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Created by the overproduction of anrraal plans as well as the 
savings derived from construction and operation of elec- 
tric stations should be extensively utilized, 

The Appeal of the participants of the AH«?uiiion 
Conference of Power Construction pointed out ,^at;J»tke main 
task o£ power constructors is to insure during .the current; 
seven years a new mighty boost in the development of ,elec+; 
trification in the country and the accomplishment^a|ievad 
of schedule, of the power construction tasks set forttv by 
the Seven Year Plan»" ; ". . 

According to the 1959*1965 Seven Year Plan the in- 
crease in gross industrial production is set at 80%, which 
is equivalent to an annual rate of increase of 8*6%. Av- 
erage annual increase of production of electric energy is 
approximately 14%, i»e. the rist in the production of el- 
ectric energy surpasses that of general production in in- 
dustry by 207c Considering that the 11«, 97» increase in 
electric ppwer production dieting the 1953-59 seven year 
period did not eliminate the deficit, it is necessary to 
utilize during the current Seven Year Plan all the reserves 
and possibilities of expediting the rate of production of 
electric energy«, It must be remembered that the general 
industrial production requirements set by the Seven Year 
Plan are being overfulfilled regularly; this causes an 
increase in the requirements set for the electric power . . 
supply of industrial production, 

Implementation of Lenin's idea of electrification 
of the country demands a considerable increase in the volume 
of construction of high-voltage transmission and distrib- 
ution networks and elimination of the lag between construc- 
tion of power networks and the growth of electric power. 
The complete electrification of the Soviet Union requires 
tremendous capital investments and great material and finan- 
cial efforts. It is true, however, thajt in power construc- 
tion as well as in many other areas technical progress 
tends tp reduce the capital requirements which aids con- 
siderably in the solution of this historical problem. 
Construction of powerful thermo-electric stations with 
150,000, 200,000, 300,000 and 600,000 KW aggregates will 
reduce by half the specific per kw capital investment of 
fixed capacity compared with the present level» In view 
of utilization of the rivers abounding in water and suit- 
able for power installations in the Eastern regions of the 
USSR as well as ever-increasing efficiency in the organ- 
ization of construction methods and erection and equipping 
of hydro-electric power stations, a sharp drop in capital 
investment in hydro-electric power construction may be 
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anticipated,       ,, ,. 
Considerable* Shortcomings in the development of the 

electtic power ecokjpmy of the USSR are caused by not ob- 
serving properly the princioles of centralisationand con- 
centration of production and the planning of development 
of electric power stations and networks on the basis of 

' a unified and comprehensively proposed general plan« .Al- 
though the efficiency of centralization of production of 
electrical energy is gradually increasing and consisted of 
877. in 1959 as against 80.8% in 1950, the attained level of 
centralization of electric power production should still be 
considered inadequate, 
'"     Tjie electric power economy of our country is extreme- 
ly scattered: the energy of 75.37» of all power systems 
comprises*less than .500,000 KW each, while about half of 
them are pf less than 200,000 KW each. There are only 
three large amalgamations of power systems in this country: 
Tsentral'noye (Central), Yuzhnoye (Southern) and Ural'skoye 
(Ural), Many systems do not serve the rayon and, in practice, 
supply power only to the consumers in large cities. It is 
not uncommon that electric power stations and networks 
situated on the territory of the same economic rayon and 
belonging to different agencies are not consolidated. 

Since the G0ELR0 plan we had no unified national 
economic plans for electrification. Planning of the power 
economy was scattered among separate branches and depart- 
ments. The narrow "departmental" approach to power plan - 
ning was resoonsible, to a great extent, for its division 
into"large" and "small" arid into the parallel existence of 
large rayon electric stations and systems serving industrial 
regions and the less powerful stations and networks in 
rural areas and small towns. A number of electric power 
stations of industrial assignment which furnish electric 
and thermal energy to individual enterprises belong to the 
"small power" class. As of 1 January 1959 the total number 
of such electric stations in industry and the communal 
economy reached 1,480 and their combined power — 7.3 mil- 
lion KW. More than half of these stations (by power) are 
not connected with the energy systems and work separately. 
Average cost of the power produced by them is 2-3 kopecks 
per KW/HR, whereas the power produced by "large power" 
stations costs about 0.8 kopecks per KW/HR. 

The national economy of our country is inadequately 
provided with high-power electric power networks and 
capital invested in their development is insufficient. Dur- 
ing the past years only 10-15% of the total capital invest- 
ments in electrification were directed toward development 
of electric power networks whereas in the United States and 
Western Europe approximately 50% of all capital investments 
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in electrification Ate earmarked for electric potter con» 
struetion. In 1958 total length of electric poifer networks 
in power systems comprised !•/ krnner l,y00 .-Rtf of fixed 
power öf eleöttlö stations,whereas in the United States 
(according to information covering 1955)'it was 3,7 km. 
Electric p6w£r system networks cover at present Approximat- 
ely 20% of the populated areas of the country. Actually, 
however, the extent öf service furnished; to populated areas 
by, the centralized1 electric power supply does hot exceed 
10%, since the facilities for hooking up to power systems 
are not'utilized to any substantibfcal extent at all. 

,  The Seven Year Plan provides f^r a substantial 
increase in capital investment in the development of high* 
voltage electric power networks: they will comprise 25/. 
of total.Capital investment in electrification» 

Amalgamation of power systems and individual elec- 
tric power statitohs for joint operation ön general electric 
power networks is delayed due to lag in construction of 
high-völtage networks, there are only three large unified 
electric energy systems in the USSR, whose capacity is 
approximately 5-7 million KWeach, .      ■ 

In our opinion it is necessary to conduct extensive 
work on increasing the Capacity, the development of eleo> 
.trie networks and combining the adjacent potte* systems 
before raising the question of practical creation of a 
single power system for.the Soviet Union . 

In view of inadequate development of electric power 
networks and power systems a substantial part Of the..ter- 
ritory of" the Soviet Union is being electrified due to the 
construction of minor electric power stations. "In 1955 the 
total number of small electric power stations (not including 
generator trains and other mobile installations) of up to 
'500 KW was over 105,000, 41,000 of which were rural sta- 
tions. The number of such low-capacity stations and their 
share in development of electric energy continues to in- 
crease. By 1959 their number (including portable electric 
power stations) increased to 157,000. Average capacity of 
the new small stations is only about 100 KW. These sta- 
tions, with total capacity of about 13 million KW. work 
under fixed capacity (average — 1,500 hrs a year) and pro- 
duce about 20 billion kilowatt-hours per annum. At the same 
time they use over 20 million tons of conditional fuel. 
Operating personnel of these stations total 800,000. 
Specific consumption of conditional fuel averages 1.2 kg 
per KW/HR and the Cost of electric energy is about 10 
kopecks per KW/HR. "' " - 

At the same time 197 thermo-electric stations of,, 
the former Ministry of Electric Power Stations, with a 
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total capacity of i7,800,000 KW,,p*educed in 1955 102.3 
billion KW/HRS with personnel totalling 85,000j specific 
consumption of conditional fuel .at 0.48 kg per KW/HR, with 
utilization of the rated capacity of 5,700 firs per year and 
an average cost ot 0.9 kopecks per KW/HR. If energy had 
been produced by the small stations under the same technic- 
al and economical conditions, the national economy would have 
had an annual savings of approximately 1,8 billion rubles.. 

During the Fifth Five Year Plan 9.6 billion rubles 
were invested in thermo-electric stations uof up to $00 KW 
capacity of 27,. ll of the total capital invested in thermo- 
electric stations* Average cost per kilowatt installed at 
these' staions was 4,000 rubles. Total expenditures for 
the construction ot all hydro-electric power stations was 
^bout the same as that for the construction of these stat-1 

ions. But in 1959 the former produced 47.6 billion KW/HRS 
of electric energy (i.e. 150% more than the production of 
small stations) with an average cost of about two kopecks 
per KW/HR. 

Many electric power stations under the management' 
ot the communal economy are inefficient. All electric 
power stations of the Ministry of Communal Economy RSFSR, 
with a total capacity of 250,000 KW, produced in 1955 
940 million KW/HRS with average consumption of conditional 
fuel at one kg per KW/HR arid cost of electricity at 4.6 
kopecks per KW/HR. In a number of small towns where demand 
for electricity is low, there are several electric stations 
in operation. In Melekes there are 33, in Kotel'nich — 22, 

r.lii L*gov -- 17, etc. ,_>,„, „u 
Small electric power stations are often built in the 

Immediate vicinity of high-voltage power transmission lines 
(Venev and others). Many towns and villages, and individ- 
uaj. sovkhozes and kolkhozes in particular, cannot be, con- 
nected to the large power systems due to the fact that the 
nearby high-voltage power transmission lines were construc- 
ted for the purpose of supplying only large cities and in- 
dustrial centres and, consequently, have no intermediate 
step-down sub-stations. For example, the powerful trans- 
mission line from the Volga GES imenl linin to Moscow does 
not have, a single intermediate sub-station along its entire 
1000 km length; it delivers electric power only to the Mos- 
cow Economic Rayon. This again is, one of the results of 
bureaucracy. The former Ministry of Electric Power Stat- 
ions united only the rayön electric stations; i$ did not 
bother with the general electrification of the country 
and had as its purpose the task of supplying the largest 
industrial centres and cities with electricity and heat. 

Only high-voltage power transmission networks 
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{$£ 35 KW-and ihighet) were tqftder the charge of the Min- 
istry of rEleptric Power Stations. Operation of distr^*-. 
ution networks was under the charge of Individual entetprisi- 
es and Local Soviets iri the cities and rural rayons•. The - 
majority of distribution networks were in a dilapidated cont- 
ditiön due to poor supply of fttnf  cable and electrical 
equipment. A large amount of; energy was lost in those 
net-works, ,   \ 

» Reorganization of the industry administration and 
creation of sovnarkhozes opened up possibilities for a 
drastic improvement in the organization and administration 
o£ the country's electric ..power economy. However, many 
remnants of departmentalism.; have'not. been eliminated. Even 
in those economic rayons where power administrations were 
organized within the sovnarkhozes, they took under their 
management only the power systems of the former Ministry 
of Electric Power Stations. The rest of the stations of 
the economic rayon are, ;aa in the past, operated by a mul- 
titude or" different departmentsj branches of sovnarkhozes, 
ministries,; oblast organizations, etc«'..? Power systems be- 
longing to the former Ministry of Electric Power Stations 
preoccupy themselves with only their "own" electric stations 
and networks and accept no responsibility for the work of 
"small-scale" power engineering in the territory covered 
by the given network, while it is, difficult for GoSplan 
to Solvethe problems of planningand coordinating the 
"large'1 and the "sma 11". r i 

Electricity for the-sparsely-populated areas dis- 
tant from the rayon power systems is supplied by small 
electric power stations out of necessity. However, con* . 
struction of low-capacity electric power stations — mostly 
diesei and of traction engine construction — for industrial 
enterprises in the cities and rayon centres located within 
the zone of power aysterns cannot be considered normal. ' 
Construction of small electric power stations continues in 
the large cities connected with power'systems. In' such an 
industrialized centre as Baku there are 113 small electric 
power stations of industrial and communal assignment total- 
ling 22,000 KIT, operating parallel with the rayon stations. 
There are 70 small stations in Sverdlovsk with a total cap- 
acity of 42,000 KW. In Stalingrad, which was rebuilt after 
the war, 32 new electric power stations have been construct- 
ed with a, total capacity of only 45,000 KW. 

Specific capital outlay invested in the construct- 
ion of thermo-electric power stations with plants of 1,000-. 
1,5000 kW represents 300-500 rubles per kw, whereas" spec- 
ific capital investments in a powerful electric power stat- 
ion with aggregates of 100,000 KW each do not exceed 110- 

6 
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120 rubles per Ktf, Even taking an unfavorable example of 
transmission of low output(10,000 «W) through a 110 KW 
line for a distance of 120 km,,the specific capital invest- 
ment will not exceed 140 rubles per KW of the capacity 
.being transmitted«! Normally capital investments in power 
transmission line» and distribution networks required to 
fffeet the connection with the power system networks pay 
or thetaselves in less than a-year, « 

'■ According to calculations it is profitable to feed 
approximately 80% of agricultural consumers (sovkhozeS and 
kolkhozes) from'the power system networks and only 207. from 
isolated,electric power stations« Hooklng-up communal and 
industrial consumers located in the cities to the large 
power systems is even more effective. 

In February 1961 the GC of the Party and the USSR 
Council Of Ministers adopted a apecial resolution "On 
Electrification Of Agriculture inthe USSR in 1961-1965." 
This resolution proposes to accomplish electrification of 
agriculture mainly by means of connection With existing and 
newly-constructed electric power networks and also with 
traction sub-stations of the electrified sectors of the 
railroads. Construction of rural rayon and inter-rayon 
diesel electric stations and hydro-electric power stations 
of increased capacities will be allowed only in rayons 
remote from the electric power networks» It.has also been 
resolved that it is necessary to increase substantially 
1961-1965 capital investments for electrification of 
agriculture and also to carry out a number of measures on 
introduction of electric energy into agricultural production 
as well as improvement in.the design, construction and 
operation of rural electric power stations and installa- 
tions. Implementation of the outlined measures for im- 
proving electrification of agriculture will play an import- 
ant role in the improvement of organization of the country's 
electric power economy, in the increase in labor product- 
ivity in agriculture and in improving the lot of the rural 
population. 

It seems advisable to create a central body — a 
special committee on electrification — for the purpose 
of eliminating organizational shortcomings and lack of co- 
ordination * in the business of electrification in the 
country, working out a uniform plan of development of the 
power economy and control over its implementation. Such a 
committee could undertake to Centralize leadership in the 
introduction of new techniques and automation in the pro- 
duction of power, transmission and distribution of energy, 
technical and planning management of large inter-rayon 
power systems, etc. It is also necessary to centralize 

.A • ' '- « .« 
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technical management and planning of power engineering 
within each economic rayon tfji the basis of the :forraation 
of a single power administration.which would solve-all- 
problems of power supply for communal and agricultural;;!; 
consumers« 

EXPEDITE ELECTRIFICATION OF tflLlAGES — Tbilisi, Zarva 
Vostoka. 3 June 1961 

What is the status of electrification of villages 
pi Georgia, and what goals have been set for the further , 
development of electrificatipn? These Questions were dis* 
cussed at a meeting of the workers of village electrifica- 
tion of the Republic, which took place at the Georgian 
Agricultural Institute«• The meeting was opened by I. 
Khokhiov, Chairman of the Republic Union 'KJruzsel'khOz- 
tekhnika.v of the Council of Ministers» Georgian SSR* Vk 
Ketreveli, Chief of Main Administration of Electrification 
of Agriculture in Georgia» spoke before the body. 

The 21st Party Congress outlined the goal — to 
complete basic operations in electrification of kolkhozes 
and sovkhozes in our country, by the end of the Seven Year 
Plan. The workers of electrification of agriculture are 
laboring without respite on implementation of this goal. 
The electric power stations operating at present have a 
total capacity of 45,500 KW, 7,000 km of high-voltage power 
transmission lines and about 12,000 km of low-voltage dis- 
tribution lines have been installed; also, over 1,900 
consumer sub-stations have been constructed. Many kolkhoz- 
es and sovkhozes and all maintenance and repair stations 
as well as other agricultural enterprises have been elect- 
rified. 

A number of kolkhozes and sovkhozes of the republic 
utilize electric power in agricultural production as well 
as in everyday life. As a result of the use of electric 
energy, the kolkhozes and sovkhozes of the republic saved 
several million man/days in 1960 alone; people have been 
saved much labor. 

During the current Seven Year Plan the utilization 
of electric energy will grow considerably, and electrifica- 
tion operations will be expanded. It is intended to install 
during 1961-1965 8,200 km of rural power transmission lines, 
11,000 km of distribution networks and to construct 2.260 
consumer sub-stations, etc* The electrification of villages 
in the Georgian SSR will be accomplished basically by con- 
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necting Me- kolkhoz" arid soykhoz rietworks with the state power 
systems as will as with the traction sub-stations of the • 
electrified railroads, in the regions which are isolated 
from the state power systems, the electrification of agri- 
culture must be accomplished by constructing new high-cap- 
acity rural hydro-electric power stations.        . 

* ^j. ^^ ,the sPeaker and the participants in the debates 
pointexLojit. that the plans for rural electrification have 
remained unfulfilled for years. During the past three . 

years only 325 kolkhozes were electrified, instead of the 
planned 402. Plans for power mechanization of orodvictibn 
methods £n the electrified kolkhozes are regularly neglect- 
ed. .Standard specifications are not applied sufficiently 
in planning: and construction. , 
',' i ?^ön completion of the-report, the following offic- 

iflß.took part in the debates: M. Tavdgiridze, Hariager of 
the .«•G.ruzsel'elektrostroyj Trust; 0. Riladze;Manager of 
the Adzharskbye Power Exploitation Department of: the Main 
Wiral,Electrification Administration of Georgia; V* Evän- 
bay, Manager of the Abkhazskoye Power Exploitation Depart- 
ment- of the i Iain Rural Electrification Administration of 
Georgia, .ana others. ... 

■■—••' . - P» V. Kovahov, Second Secretary of the GC of the 
CP;0f Georgia gave a speech during the meeting. The con- 
ference adopted a resolution calling for practical measures 
to be taken with a view toward expediting rural electrif- 
ication. ,<;-.'. .   •:. -■   ."...' ■ •■■ 

...POWER'.ENGINEERING IN THE YEAR 2000- — Moscow, Stroitei^. 
nava Gazeta. 7 June 1961, page 4, :       •> r-***-**— 

•■''    Soviet scientists are directing their gaze toward 
the distant future. Looking far ahead into the coming 
decades they are endeavoring to imagine 'the roads science 
will take and the height of accomplishment that the pro- 
ductive forces of our country will reach. 

This is the-reason why the Energeticheskiy Insti- 
tuteI imerii G. H. Ktzhizhanovskiy of the AS USSR has launch- 
ed an extensive research project on the subject of "Soviet 

.Tower.•Engineering,in the.Year 2000". 
'  Recently the Scientific Council of the institute 

held an enlarged session Staking part: academicians,S.:,G. ' 
Strumilin, k:  Ii/Bergj li* A. Kikheyev, representatives 
of the Gidrooroyekt Institute, Gidroenergoproyekt, Tep'io- 
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energoproyekt and a number of other scientific knd research 
organizations) to hear the first results of this work. 
The report was made by scientific worker At B« Markin. 

What should be the iQvel of development of pur count- 
ry^ power engineering if it were to insure the highest 
level in the world of production and standard 'of living which 
would fulfill all the requirements and aspirations of the 
members of our society? Ansirering these questions, the 
speaker told about* the t^ypes of new electric power stations 
which would have to be tionstifuctedV about the difference of 
such stations from existing JineS and of the fuel that would 
.be required to operate them And In what quantity, etc* 
It was also mentioned that the power stations operatingin 
the year 2000 will have a capacity of up to five million 
.kilowatt and will be operating on super-high steam paramet- 
ers. .       .      . . , :'/.,!''.'"'■.       .."-' "■'..' .."*....f-V 

In order to transmit such a tremendous amount of 
electric power to distant points, new power transmission 
lines will be required. The speaker also mentioned the pro- 
posal for creation of the Eurasian "East-West" line, which 
could transmit electric energy at one hundred million 
kilowatts* 

"By the year 2000,", continued Markin, "the energy 
output per capita will approach 500,000 kilowatt/hours per 
year (converted to electrical energy). It should be re- 
membered that in 1920 our entire country produced only 500 
million KW/KRS." 

CONFERENCE OF POWER CONSTRUCTION MEN —.Moscow, Stroitel*- 
nava Gazeta. 9 June 1961, page 1. 

The Minstry of Construction of Electric Power Stat- 
ions held a conference attended by leaders of the construct* 
ion industry, enterprises and trusts, planning and scien- 
tific research organizations. 

Discussions were held in the committees and at the 
planning session on the fulfillment by the collectives of 
the socialist obligations relative to the improvement in 
preparations for the fourth year of the Seven Year Plan. 

Many collectives which joined in the competition for 
a deserving and fitting greeting of the forthcoming 22nd 
Party Congress are fulfilling their obligations honorably* 
These include the builders of the Staro-Beshevskaya, Pri- 
baltiyskaya and Pridneprovskaya GRES, and the Bratsk and 
Votkinskaya GES, 
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; There are otiher brganlÄations which are.fulfilling 
the plans arid, accomplishing installation of machinery and 
equipment, according..«o specificatiohs and blueprints. 
However, inauguration of > new electric power production >.,• 
Causes alarm. A particularly unfavorable situation was 
created at the construction sites of thermo-electric powet 
stations in the Urals and Siberia. One of the reasons for 
failures here is inaccuracy in deliveries J however» the' 
main reason is poor organization of work and lack of sehed- 
t^ing and specifications.:: ■■> 

While discussing the'tasktf for 1962 the conferees 
proposed many improvements aimed* ätascertaiiTftent andfitii- 
izatiqn ,of production reserves. , the operative necessity , : 
far rapid development and strengthening of the specialized , 
'construction organizations and formation of powerful enter- 
prises of the construction base was also outlined.   ; ,.,. .. 

■;' .t 
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